Information Signage at Roadside Toilets

Summary

This Bulletin is issued to inform maintenance contractors and department staff of the type of information signage to be used at roadside toilets.

Key Changes

The posting of informational signage to inform users to keep washroom clean at roadside toilets has been adopted as a standard practice. Any type of “Keep Washroom Clean” sign is suitable for placement inside the roadside toilet building. The prefer sign types are shown in drawing TCS-A4-601.

A sign to indicate the facility is maintained by the Highway Maintenance Contractor shall be installed at the front entrance to the facility. The information on the sign shall meet the design requirements as indicated on Sign Pattern ID-122.

The practice as indicated in this Bulletin is to be implemented as per the effective date.

Effective Date

April 2, 2014

Contact

Richard Chow at (780) 415-1050, Technical Standards Branch, Alberta Transportation

References

TCS-A4-601 Typical Keep Washroom Clean Signs
ID-122 Sign Pattern
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<table>
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<tr>
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<td>ENLARGEMENT FACTOR</td>
<td>6 X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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